A time to read, learn, grow, and share!
Join colleagues from across campus in discussing books related to communication, motivation, performance, and personal and professional development.

The October UBI book club selection is:
**What Every BODY is Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Speed-Reading People**
*By Joe Navarro & Marvin Karlins*

Joe Navarro, a former FBI counterintelligence officer, explains how to “speed-read” people: decode sentiments and behaviors, avoid hidden pitfalls, and look for deceptive behaviors. Learn how your body language can influence what your boss, family, friends and strangers think of you. Discover what thumbs, feet and eyelids reveal about moods and motives and simple nonverbals that instantly communicate authority and establish trust.

**Date:** Thursday, October 11, 2012  
**Time:** noon - 1:00 p.m.  
**Location:** LH-804  
**Facilitator:** Natalie Van Beek, Manager, Faculty Affairs & Records

“...A masterful work on nonverbal body language by an exceptional observer. Joe Navarro’s work has been field-tested in the crucible of law enforcement at the highest levels within the FBI. I cannot praise the book enough.” - David Givens, Ph.D., author of *Crime Signals and Love Signals*

Participants should focus on Chapters 1 and 2: **Mastering the Secrets of Nonverbal Communication and Living Our Limbic Legacy**, respectively. These excerpts will be posted on the UBI by the Book Titanium Community. Contact University Business Institute to request membership in the community. A limited number of books may be available on a first-come basis in LH-804. Titan Shops offers a 15% discount to “UBI By the Book” club members on featured books including audio versions. To receive your discount, please provide a copy of this announcement to the bookstore.